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H uman beings are visually driven 
animals. We squeeze everything 

possible out of light, so it’s not sur- 
prising that we should put different 
“information handles” on different 
wavelength ensembles by encoding 
them with subjectively recognizable 
labels. These labels are colors. 

Calvin of comic-strip fame asked 
his dad why old photos were in 
black and white; Dad said the world 
changed in the 1930s and took on 
color; when Calvin then asked why 
paintings have been in color for 
hundreds of years, Dad informed 
him that many great artists were 
insane, and imagined color before it 
existed. But, in fact, there’s nothing 
insane about color. 

All primates seem to have sub- 
stantial color vision. The higher 
apes have a three-channel color 
sense like us; more primitive mon- 
keys have two channels. The big 
news, discovered in the 198Os, is 
that dogs can see some color, blue in 
particular. Researchers now believe 
that most mammals will turn out to 
have modest color sensitivity, a few 
percent of what humans have. 

Millions of schoolkids, including 
me, were taught that animals saw 
only in black and white, yet it was 
known as long ago as 1910 that even 
fish can see color. (Ironically, within 
certain bands, some fish can make 
finer color distinctions than 
humans-it’s important for their 
mating.) Certain insects can see 
“colors” (identify wavelengths) in 
what is to us ultraviolet-they use it 
to spot flowers with tasty nectar. 

There is now good information 

on how human beings, at least, see 
color. Six million color receptor 
cone cells line the back of each of 
your eyes. Each cone contains only 
one pigment, and there are three 
families of pigments. They are con- 
ventionally called “red,” “green,” and 
“blue,” but in fact their absorbances 
peak at about 570,530, and 440 nm. 
There is heavy overlap among all 
three channels. That, in fact, is how 
the trick is done: it’s the overlap. 
When a mess of wavelengths comes 
in, the brain looks at the ratios of 
the excitations. This is a powerful 
stratagem, and it imbues us with 
tremendous color discrimination. 

Human beings can distinguish at 
least 10,000,000 shades of color. The 
great authority on color, Edwin 
Land, said that even the best spec- 
trophotometers could only do 
20-40% as well. This wealth of col- 
ors is bought at a certain cost, how- 
ever: ambiguity about wavelength 
composition. 

The same “brain” color, for 
example an orange, can be excited 
by different combinations of spec- 
tral components. A set of mono- 
chromatic lasers, blended, will pro- 
duce a specific color; a completely 
different set of lasers can produce 
that same color. These look-alike, 
but differently constituted, colors 
are called metamers. They’re sort of 
like Hollandaise sauces that are 
made by different chefs with differ- 
ent ingredients, but that are indis- 
tinguishable in taste. We’re lucky, 
really, that the eye has this “short- 
coming,” because otherwise the 
matching of colors would be diffi- 

cult, and color printing, color pho- 
tography, and color reproduction 
would be next to impossible. 

Metamek pairs 
Metamers as an idea were recog- 
nized by Newton, but they were not 
explained on a scientific level until 
the work of Hermann Grassmann 
(1809-1877). Grassmann was an 
unsung schoolteacher whose under- 
standing and formulation of color 
theory was 50 years ahead of his 
time. Grassmann created the mod- 
ern three-dimensional representa- 
tion of color in terms of hue, bright- 
ness, and saturation. He recognized 
that these are the only aspects of 
color that the human eye-and 
brain-can operate on. A corollary 
of Grassmann’s scheme is that even 
nonspectral colors like purple can 
be created by mixing proper pro- 
portions of spectral colors, because 
the spectral colors include every 
wavelength visible to the human eye. 
In other words, there is no way that 
nonspectral colors can be made 
except by excitation of the eye by 
spectral colors. 

It wouldn’t be fair to end this 
article without some attention to 
the 8% of our readers (almost all of 
them men) who have anomalous, or 
impaired, color vision. Each pig- 
ment in the cones has its own gene. 
If the gene is missing or defective, 
which most commonly happens to 
red or green, that color is not seen, 
or is seen in a deficient way. The 
bottom line is that color-handi- 
capped people have millions more 
metamers than the rest of us, so 
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